ESCAPEROOM
Introduction
Your worst nightmare of being trapped comes live! Welcome to the 'Castle of
Demise' with walls engraved with mysteries and the only way to escape is to
SURVIVE. Challenges await you on every step leading you to precarious departure.
Get a move endeavoring for the ultimate title- "Survival of the Fittest"! Lose only
to find yourself in dire straits.
If you believe you are tenacious to face the challenges then buckle up to escape the
dicey situation. It’s time to test your survival skills, problem solving strategy and
how swift is your decision-making skill. Let the game BEGIN!

Mode of conduct:
Google meet
Discord server

Team Specifications:
A team may consist of maximum 4 members.

Round 1: You think you can decode
Participants need to decode 3 morse codes and 2 riddles which will lead them to
their respective escape room. The password to the next room will be divided into 5
parts. Solution to morse codes and riddles will give them the required password.
Time limit for this round is 10 minutes.
Top 10 teams who complete their task the earliest within the given time will be
qualified for the next round.

Round 2: Guess it to escape
Escape rooms are just the beginning of the quest! There are 3 clues hidden in the
artifacts. To find these artifacts you need to guess the riddles. Find the clues and
get the password for unlocking the next level.
Time limit for this round is 15 minutes.
Top 4 teams who are able to escape within the given time will be qualified for the
next round.

Round 3: Run through the Maze
Participants need to explore through a maze where clues provided would help in
coming out of it. Solve a riddle at every doorstep and find a way to get out of it
but be careful not all doors would lead you on the correct path.
Time limit for this round is 20 minutes.
Top 2 teams will get qualified for the final round.

Round 4: Survival of the fittest
It's the last round, you are one step closer to victory but you got to prove how
worthy you are. You have to make tough but right decisions, choose the right path
to complete the challenge. This round will test your abilities to make split seconds
decisions and problem-solving.
In case of a tie, the participant who completed their task in minimum time will be
announced as a winner.

Note:
1. In each round you have a choice of taking a hint if you get stuck at a clue.
2. Taking a hint will surely help you get through the rounds but it will come at
acost.
3. For each hint you decide to exploit a penalty of 10 seconds will be added to
your time.

General Instructions:
1. Layout of rounds can be changed by the organizers of events at any point of
time.
2. No rash behaviors with the organizers will be tolerated.
3. While attending quizzes or submitting Pdfs and other materials for you work
or attending interactive rounds, make sure you are well connected to internet
as no complaints regarding low internet speed or poor connections will be
entertained and time period given for the particular round will be followed
strictly.
4. Organizers decision will be final.

Certification Policy:
1. Certificate of Participation will be awarded to all the teams.
2. Certificate of Excellence will be given to the top three teams.
3. Disqualified teams will not be considered for any certification.

Cash prize of INR 12000 to be won.
Contact us:
1. Abhay Kaul: 9682589676
2. Raghav Agrawal: 7030903931
3. Kunal Botadara: 8169117130

